Introduction
The BSP Model The BSPlib Standard Other Libraries
CGMlib
• Runs on top of message passing MPI
• Includes set of algorithms for sorting, list ranking, etc.
• Abstract C++ interface Measuring g and l Bandwidth Surface (aracari)
For a better picture, the effective bandwidth can be sampled depending on message size and count.
All-to-all communication on aracari: Bandwidth Surface (aracari)
All-to-all communication on aracari: 
Benchmark Summary
Bandwidth depends on message count, message size and the communications pattern
On argus:
• Best all-to-all performance: PUB 
BSP Matrix-Matrix Multiplication
We want to compute the product of two dense n × n matrices A and B
Simple formula: 
BSP Matrix-Matrix Multiplication (2)
Block decomposition into q blocks for memory efficient parallel algorithm: Why this algorithm?
• Communication block size can be controlled by parameter q
• Message combining has to be used when using fixed initial data distribution (block-cyclic with block width n/ √ p) Prediction model BSP running time: q=27 mean error 9.89% q=125 mean error 10.60% q=343 mean error 13.06% q=729 mean error 13.56% prediction q=27 prediction q=125 prediction q=343 prediction q=729 Further Work
• Run experiments on shared memory machine
• Use more different communication patterns for benchmarking
• Study other algorithms with different communication patterns
• Keeping simplicity, extend prediction model for more accuracy
